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Abstract: Non-ASCII non-Hanzi Chinese characters, such as Chinese-only punctuation marks, writing strokes, 

radicals and Pinyin letters with marks of tones, are frequently used in language teaching and learning. The present 

paper introduces existing methods to input these characters on a computer, and points out their limitations, which 

include (a) the input of some characters is poorly supported, (b) different types of characters are supported by 

different tools, (c) some methods do not have a complete coverage of their target character sets. In the later part 

of the paper, we discuss the design of an integrated method to input all non-ASCII and non-Hanzi Chinese 

characters in a common environment. The new method can be implemented either as an extension to the 

autocorrecting function of MS Office or as an independent input tool on MS Windows or the WWW. The basic 

ideas may also be applicable to input non-ASCII characters in languages other than Chinese. At the end of the 

paper, there is a list of 280 non-ASCII non-Hanzi Chinese characters collected from Windows 7 and the WWW, 

each annotated with its Unicode and the input code of our design. 
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摘要：汉语教学中经常使用到中文的标点符号、笔画、部首和标调拼音字母等非 ASCII 非汉字中文字符。

本文介绍在计算机上输入这些字符的现有方法，并指出其局限性，包括：(a)对一些字符的计算机输入支

持欠佳，(b)不同类型的字符需要使用不同的输入工具，(c)有些输入法对其目标字符集覆盖不全。接着，

设计了一个支持输入各种非 ASCII 非汉字中文字符的综合方法。该方法可以通过 MS Office 的自动更正

技术来实现，也可以制作成 MS Windows 或 WWW 上的独立输入工具。这一基本思想也可应用于汉语之

外的语言的非 ASCII 字符计算机输入。文章末尾的附录列出 280个从 Windows 7 和 WWW 中收集到的非

ASCII 非汉字中文字符，每一字符都标注有 Unicode 代码和本文设计的键盘输入码。 

关键词：非 ASCII 非汉字中文字符  拼音字母  标点符号  汉字笔画  部首 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Chinese language learning and teaching often involves writing characters which are not complete 

Hanzi (汉字, 漢字), and not encoded in ASCII. These non-ASCII non-Hanzi Chinese characters 

include punctuation marks (such as “。”, “、” and “《》”), Hanzi strokes (such as “丿”, “ ” 

and “乚”), Hanzi radicals (such as “氵”, “宀” and “刂”), and Pinyin toned letters (letters with 

standard overhead marks of tones, such as “ā”, “á”, “ǎ”, “à”) (Norman, 1988. P145).  Chinese 

computer users are normally capable to input some of these characters, such as the frequently-

used punctuation marks. However the employment of many other characters remains a challenge 
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to them. As a matter of fact, none of the Chinese input methods available on the computer has 

been found to provide a comprehensive coverage of the non-ASCII and non-Hanzi Chinese 

characters. That means in order to input a variety of such characters a Chinese teacher or student 

must have a good command of different input methods. 
 

In this paper, we will introduce the facilities available on MS Windows, MS Office and the 

WWW which will enable us to input almost all of the Chinese auxiliary characters, ranging from 

inputting punctuation marks in general Chinese input methods, to inputting toned Pinyin letters 

with soft keyboards, to inputting strokes and radicals from the Unicode website and by Unicode-

character conversion, as well as the application of special tools on the Web to input Pinyin and 

other characters.  
 

In the later part of the paper, we will discuss the design and development of an integrated method 

to input all non-ASCII non-Hanzi Chinese characters. The ASCII encoding is aimed at maximum 

rationality and simplicity. For example, a toned Pinyin letter is encoded in its digital format (e.g. 

“a1 ā”), punctuation marks are represented by their English counterparts (e.g. “ . 。”), while 

Hanzi strokes and radicals are written according to their stroke orders (e.g. “hzs  ” , “ddt  

氵”). The new method can be implemented either as an extension to the autocorrecting function 

of MS Office or as an independent input tool on MS Windows or the WWW. 

 

2. Existing Methods for Inputting Non-ASCII Non-Hanzi Chinese 
Characters 
 

Non-ASCII non-Hanzi Chinese Characters are normally input into the computer by various 

means. In the following sub-sections, we will introduce some currently available methods to 

input Chinese toned Pinyin, punctuation marks, Hanzi Strokes and Hanzi components on MS 

Windows, MS Office and the WWW. 
 

2.1 Inputting Pinyin toned letters 
 

The ability to input Pinyin letters with over-head tone marks is essential to Chinese Putonghua 

learning and teaching. The following are three effective approaches for this purpose.  
 

(1)  Web-based Pinyin input tools 
 

There are tools on the WWW specially made to input Pinyin. For example, the tool on the 

website of Professor Xie (2012) is a very handy one. To have a try, go to web address 

“http://learningchineseonline.net/”, then select hyperlink “Typing Pinyin with tones online” on 

the left hand side. The 4 tones of Putonghua are represented by numbers 1~4 at the end of the 

syllable, or immediately following the toned vowel. For example, “zhōngwén” can be input with 

ASCII code “zhong1wen2” or “zho1ngwe2n”, or a mixture of them, such as “zhong1we2n” and  

“zho1ngwen2”. Letter “ü” is represented by “u:”. Hence typing “u:3” will input ǚ. Detailed user 

instructions are available on the website. 
 

Another website supporting Pinyin input is Allbalanced at http://www.allbalanced.com (Zhang, 

2001). Allbalanced also supports syllable-based Pinyin input. For example, to input “zhōngwén”, 

http://learningchineseonline.net/
http://www.allbalanced.com/
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you can simply type “zhong1wen2” followed by a space. Letter “ü” is represented by “v”. For 

example, the input code of “lǚxíng” is “lv3xing2”. Detailed user instructions are also available 

online. 
 

The limitation of online Pinyin input is that the output Pinyin expressions appear on a web page, 

and need to be copied to the target location such as a MS Word document or a PowerPoint slide. 
 

 (2) Hanzi-Pinyin conversion 
 

Another way to produce Pinyin expressions is to convert a text of Hanzi to Pinyin, or to annotate 

the text with Pinyin. For example, Google Translate (http://translate.google.com/ ) can produce 

Pinyin for the Hanzi text in either the source or target language window (Click button “Read 

phonetically” to display Pinyin if it does not appear.). We can also annotate a limited length of 

Hanzi text with Pinyin on MS Word 2007 or 2010, by selecting the Hanzi text and clicking Home, 

Phonetic Guide. 
 

To convert a large Hanzi text into Pinyin, or add Pinyin to the text, you will find NJStar (南极星, 

http://www.njstar.com ) to be a very convenient tool. Services of Hanzi-Pinyin conversion and 

annotation are also available at the websites of http://hktv.cc/hp/HanzitoPinyin/ and 

http://www.putonghuaweb.com/onlinedict/translatedict.php (Convert to Pinyin and read). 
 

 (3)  Pinyin tables and soft keyboards 
 

Pinyin tables and Pinyin soft keyboards represent another way to input Pinyin toned letters. For 

example, on the MSPY 2010 (Microsoft Pinyin 2010) Chinese input method available on MS 

Windows, you can open a table of toned Pinyin letters by selecting IME Pad, Symbol, and Pinyin 

letters. Then you can click a Pinyin letter on the table to insert it to the target location. Similarly, 

the Pinyin soft keyboard can be called out on MSPY 2010 by selecting Soft Keyboard and Pinyin 

Letters. If the Soft Keyboard button does not appear on the language Tool bar, it can be displayed 

by clicking Options, Soft Keyboard. 
 

The Bopomofa Phonetic symbols (e.g. ㄅㄆㄇㄈ) can be input in a similar way on MSPY 2010, 

by means of the Phonetic keyboard and the Bopomofo table. There is also a Bopomofa chart 

available on the Unicode website (http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/U3100.pdf). 
 

2.2 Inputting Chinese punctuation marks  
 

This section introduces some useful methods to input the Chinese punctuation marks in different 

forms from those of ASCII.  
 

(1) Using general Chinese input methods 
 

To most Chinese language computer users, inputting Chinese punctuation marks should not be a 

problem, because in whatever Chinese character input method they use, Chinese punctuation 

marks are likely to be covered. For example, in Pinyin-based Chinese input methods such as 

MSPY, Chinese punctuations marks are normally encoded with their English counterparts, or 

characters in similar forms. For instance, typing English period “ . ” will lead to the input of 

http://translate.google.com/
http://www.njstar.com/
http://hktv.cc/hp/hanzitopinyin/
http://www.putonghuaweb.com/onlinedict/translatedict.php
http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/U3100.pdf
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Chinese period “。”, while a back slash “ \” is used to input “、”,  and “ <” and “>” will input 

“《”, “》” respectively。In Canjie (倉頡) input method, punctuation marks are encoded in a 

similar way as that of Hanzi. For example, the input codes of the four characters of“標點。、”  

are DMWF, WFYR, ZXAD, and ZXAC respectively. 
 

Nevertheless, Chinese punctuation marks encoded in individual Chinese character input methods 

are normally limited to the frequently-used ones. For example, the quotation marks “『』” in 

Traditional Chinese style are not encoded in MSPY. And the Cangjie input codes are not easy to 

remember. The problem can be resolved with punctuation tables and punctuation soft keyboards.  
 

(2) Using Chinese punctuation insert tables and soft keyboards 
 

The methods to input Chinese punctuation marks with punctuation tables and punctuation soft 

keyboards are similar to those of Pinyin tables and Pinyin keyboards, as introduced in the 

previous section. On MSPY 2010, you can open the punctuation table by selecting IME Pad, 

Symbol, Punctuation; to display the punctuation soft keyboard, click Soft Keyboard followed by 

Punctuation Marks. 
 

2.3 Inputting Hanzi components 
 

We will pay more attention to the input of radicals (部首), which are arguably the most important 

type of Hanzi components to language learning and application. Radicals are more 

comprehensively covered by Unicode. Some radicals are also Chinese characters in their own 

right: 日, 月, 金, 木, 水, 火, 土, for example. This kind of radicals can be typed directly using 

traditional Chinese input methods such as Cangjie and MSPY. Other radicals are not stand-alone 

Hanzi in modern Chinese, for example 扌 and 宀, which often need to be dealt with specially.  
 

(1) Inputting Hanzi components by general input methods 
 

Some Chinese input methods include non-Hanzi radicals in their input code table. For example, 

in MSPY 2010, a radical is encoded with the first Pinyin syllable of its name, such as "ti" for "扌" 

(tishoupang, 提手旁), and "bao" for "宀" (baogaitou, 宝盖头). More information on the coding 

of Hanzi components can be found in a paper written by Wang Yanjun (Wang, 2003). 
 

(2) Inputting Hanzi components with radical tables  
 

Radicals can also be input by radical-stroke indexes for Chinese characters retrieving.  For 

example, to input 扌 on the Unicode-Unihan website (The Unicode Consortium, 2012c), select 

Unihan Radical-Stroke Index, set number of Strokes in Radical to 4, select radical 手 (hand), set 

additional stroke numbers to 0, submit and the computer will present 龵 , 手, 扌, from where you 

can copy 扌 to your  document. Another example, to input 氵 on MS New Phonetic (微軟新注音) 

Chinese input method, select Tool Menu, IME Pad, select Radical (部), set Radical Strokes to 4, 

select radical water (水), then click 氵 at the beginning of the water  family, and it will be 

inserted to the location of the cursor. 
 

2.4 Inputting Hanzi strokes  
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There is limited support for the input of Hanzi strokes (笔画). We have found no computer tools 

dedicated to this purpose. There are neither stroke soft keyboards nor stroke inserting tables. And 

no input method has been found to have a comprehensive coverage of strokes.  
 

An effective way to input strokes is by means of radical-stroke indexes. For example, on the 

Unihan Radical-Stroke Index web page (http://www.unicode.org/charts/unihanrsindex.html), we 

can set Strokes in Radical to 1 to display the single-stroke radicals of 一, 丨, 丶, 丿, 乙， 亅. 

Then select a radical, set additional strokes number to 0 and click submit, and all the one-stroke 

CJK characters of the radical will display. For example, in the 乙  family, there are 乚  乛  乙  
                   , which can then be copied to your target document.  
 

2.5 Inputting non-Hanzi Chinese characters by Unicode-character conversion 
 

Like other Unicode characters, a non-Hanzi Chinese character can be input by Unicode-character 

conversion. On MS Word, a character can be input by typing its Unicode followed by pressing 

keys Alt + X (Reversibly, pressing Alt + X will convert the character immediately before the 

cursor into its Unicode).  In the rare cases where a Unicode adjacently follows a letter which can 

also be a hexadecimal digit, such as E9999, the computer may regard the heading letter as a part 

of the Unicode. You can solve this problem by highlighting your Unicode before clicking Alt + X. 

For example, if you put the courser after 9999 and click Alt + X, you get 香, when you press Alt 

+ X again, it turns back to 9999. If you add an E to make E9999 and, with the curser at the end of 

E9999, click Alt + X again, you will get � instead. When you highlight 9999 in E9999 and press 

Alt + X, MS Word will return the correct result “E 香”. 
 

The Unihan Database Lookup tool (The Unicode Consortium, 2012c) also supports Unicode 

character information retrieval. There you can type in a Unicode and search for the corresponding 

character or vice versa.  
 

Another way is to use a Unicode input method, where you can type a Unicode to input its 

corresponding character.  MSPY 2010 provides a secondary input method with this function, 

which can be called by selecting Option Menu, Secondary Input, Unicode Input.  
 

To input a non-ASCII non-Hanzi character by Unicode-character conversion, you have to know 

the character’s Unicode beforehand. There are tables of CJK Strokes, Kangxi Radicals and CJK 

Radicals Supplement on the Unicode Character Code Charts (http://www.unicode.org/charts/), 

in the character groups of East Asian Scripts, CJK Radicals / KangXi Radicals . However the 

characters on these tables are not supported by Windows 7 yet. And we cannot copy a character 

from the tables to a document on Windows. Fortunately, the radical and stroke characters are 

annotated with Unicode, which can be used to input the characters by Unicode-character 

conversion. A more complete list of non-ASCII non-Hanzi Chinese characters with their Unicode 

is given at the end of the paper as an appendix. 
 

2.6 Inputting non-Hanzi Chinese characters by hand writing 
 

Non-Hanzi Chinese characters can also be input by hand writing. The service is available on the 

New Phonetic Chinese input method of MS Windows, and can be called out by selecting Tool 

http://www.unicode.org/charts/unihanrsindex.html
http://www.unicode.org/charts/
http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/U2F00.pdf
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Menu, IME Pad, and Hand Writing (CH). Draw a character in the writing window on the left 

using the mouse, and the computer will display all the possible characters in the window on the 

right. If your target character displays, click it to have it inserted into your document. 

Handwriting input tools are also available in MSPY and Baidu (http://www.baidu.com/).  

 

3. Design of an Integrated Tool to Input Non-ASCII Non-Hanzi 
Chinese Characters 
 

There are a number of limitations for inputting non-ASCII non-Hanzi Chinese characters by the 

existing methods. 
 

 (a) The input of some characters is poorly supported. For example, there are no convenient tools 

to input strokes and radicals. And the current practice of inputting a character by handwriting or 

searching a large character set is very slow. 
 

 (b) Some methods do not have a complete coverage of the target character sets. For example, the 

Pinyin writing tool on Professor Xie’s website does not support the input of Pinyin letters , ń , 

ň,  and ê. Letters , ń , ň,  are also missing from the Pinyin soft keyboards of MSPY2010 

(Microsoft, 2010) and Sogou Pinyin 6.0 (Sogou, 2011). 
 

 (c) Different types of non-Hanzi Chinese characters are supported by different tools. For 

example, the soft keyboards for Pinyin and Chinese punctuation marks are separated. That means 

one has to switch among different tools to input different characters.  
 

In the following sections, we will discuss the design of an integrated tool for inputting all the 

non-ASCII non-Hanzi Chinese characters in a common environment. There are two important 

issues involved: (1) a comprehensive list of non-Hanzi Chinese characters; (2) the methodology 

for inputting these characters into the computer. 
 

3.1 The integrated non-ASCII non-Hanzi Chinese character set 
 

The Chinese characters our new input method will support should cover all the non-ASCII non-

Hanzi Chinese characters available on the computer, including 
 

(1) All non-ASCII Pinyin letters and Bopomofo symbols. The Pinyin letters in our list include 

the frequently used   
 

“ā, á, ǎ, à, ō, ó, ǒ, ò, ē, é, ě, è, ī, í, ǐ, ì, ū, ú, ǔ, ù, ü, ǖ, ǘ, ǚ, ǜ”, 
 

as well as the rarely used “ê, , ń, ň, ” from the Pinyin table of MSPY. It is interesting that

has two Unicode points: UE7C8 of the letter from MSPY, and U01F9 from Latin-

Extended B Unicode chart (The Unicode Consortium, 2012b, select Latin Extended-B under 

European Scripts). Similarly there are (E7C7) and ḿ(1E3F). When we converted string “  

(E7C7), ḿ (1E3F),  (UE7C8) and ǹ (U01F9)” into uppercase on MS Word 2010, we got “  

(E7C7), Ḿ (1E3F),  (UE7C8) AND Ǹ (U01F9)”. The former  and  remained unchanged.  
 

http://www.baidu.com/
http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/U0180.pdf
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We have also found ề,ế from the Unicode chart Latin Extended Additional. However, there 

are four toned Pinyin letters in Xinhua Dictionary (Language Institute, Chinese Academy of 

Social Sciences, 2011) and Modern Chinese Dictionary (Language Institute, Chinese 

Academy of Social Sciences, 2012) that are not found on the computer, i.e. m1 , m4, ê1 and 

ê3.One way to solve the problem is to create four new characters in the Unicode Private Use 

Area, which will only be available on the local computer. Another way is to create small 

pictures of the characters, which though can be viewed on another computer, but would be 

hard for searching by the computer, since no Unicode is used. We adopted a third way using  

the techniques of Combining Diacritical Marks (http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/U030

0.pdf), and created  m   by combining letter m and    , m  by combining m and     ,  ê   by ê and   , 
and    (or   ) by ê and    (or    ). The combined characters can be recognized and displayed by  

different computers. Also included in our list are the four marks of tones (    ˊˇˋ) as indepe

ndent characters. 
 

The Bopomofo symbols include “ㄅㄆㄇㄈ, ㄉㄊㄋㄌ, ㄍㄎㄏ, ㄐㄑㄒ, ㄓㄔㄕㄖ, 

ㄗㄘㄙ , ㄚㄛㄜㄝ, ㄞㄟㄠㄡ, ㄢㄣㄤㄥ , ㄦㄧㄨㄩ”input from the Unicode 

Bopomofo list (The Unicode Consortium, 2012b,  select chart Bopomofo in East Asian 

Scripts, Scripts) and input method New Phonetic 2010.The dialect letters of U312A, U312B, 

U312C, and U312D in the Bopomofo list are not selected because they are not yet supported 

by font MingLiU nor SimSun. 
 

(2) All the Chinese punctuation marks different from their ASCII counterparts, including  
 

。,、, 《, 》, 〈, 〉,『, 』,「, 」, ──， ……, 【, 】 
 

selected from the MSPY Punctuation soft keyboard, Unicode CJK Symbols and 

Punctuations (The Unicode Consortium, 2012b, select CJK Symbols and Punctuation in 

section Symbols and Punctuation), and The Revised Handbook of Chinese Punctuation 

Marks (Ministry of Education, 2008).  
 

(3) All the Chinese strokes available on Windows 7, China national standards (National 

Language Commission of China, 1999, 2001a) and the Unicode CJK Strokes (The Unicode 

Consortium, 2012b, select CJK Strokes under section East Asian Scripts, Scripts), and from 

Unihan Radical-Stroke index of the Unihan Database (The Unicode Consortium, 2012c), 

including 
 

一,  , ㇅, ㇎,  , ㇋, ㇊,㇍,㇈, 乙,㇆,㇇,乛,㇌,⺄,㇀,丨,  ,  ,  , ㇉, ㄣ,  , ㇄, 

乚, 亅, 丿,  ,  , ㇁, 丶, ㇏, ㇂, 〇,   
 

Character “ ”found on the Unicode website is not included, because it contradicts with the 

left-to-right or top-down basic writing rule, and does not appear in the China national 

standards of Hanzi strokes. 
 

(4) All the Chinese character components which are not complete Hanzi nor single strokes in 

modern Chinese, including  
 

http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/U0300.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/U0300.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/U3000.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/U31C0.pdf
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selected from (a) the extended character set of MSPY 2010, (b)  Table of Hanzi Pianpang 

(汉字偏旁名称表) of Modern Chinese Dictionary, (c) the CJK Radicals / Kangxi Radicals, 

and CJK Radicals Supplement (The Unicode Consortium, 2012b, select CJK Radicals / 

KangXi Radicals and CJK Radicals Supplement under East Asian Scripts, Scripts). (d) CJK 

Compatibility Ideographs and CJK Compatibility Ideographs Supplement (The Unicode 

Consortium, 2012b, select CJK Compatibility Ideographs  and CJK Compatibility 

Ideographs Supplement under East Asian Scripts, Scripts). Radicals appearing as stand-alone 

Hanzi in Xinhua Dictionary  and Dictionary of Frequently-Used Chinese Words in Taiwan 

and the Mainland (Beijing Language University & Taipei Chinese Language Institute, 2003) 

are not included. 
 

(5) Ideographic Description Characters (The Unicode Consortium, 2012b, select Ideographic 

Description Characters under East Asian Scripts, Scripts), including ⿰, ⿱, ⿲, ⿳, ⿴, ⿵, 

⿶, ⿷, ⿸, ⿹, ⿺ and ⿻.  
 

(6) A handful of other useful symbols, e.g. “￥” , “々”, etc. 
 

3.2 Methodology for inputting the characters into the computer  
 

To enable high-speed input on the English keyboard, the collected non-Hanzi Chinese characters 

need to be encoded in ASCII characters, aiming at maximum rationality and simplicity.  
 

Toned Pinyin letters are encoded in a digital format consistent to the national standard (National 

Language Commission of China, 2001b) and widely accepted in Chinese computing. The Pinyin 

letters of a, e, i, o, u, m and n are represented by the same English letters. And “ü” is encoded 

with “v”. Tone 1, 2, 3 or 4 is represented by the number following the English letter. For example, 

“a1 ā”，“v3ǚ”, “m2 ”, “eaê”. For better convenience to the user, we have added 

Professor Xie’s coding of “u:ü” as an alternative way to input ü. Comparing with the standard 

representation of “vü”, “u:ü” seems more straightforward and consistent with the 

overwhelming style of “a1 ā”. For similar reason, “e^ê” has been added as an alternative to 

the standard “eaê”.  
 

The Bopomofo symbols are encoded with their Pinyin counterparts, e.g. “b ㄅ”, “p ㄆ” and 

“ angㄤ”. 
 

Punctuation marks are represented by their English counterparts, such as the period mark (“. 

。”), the dash mark (“-- ──”) and the omission mark (“… ……”). The Chinese special 

punctuation marks of dunhao (、), book title marks (《》,〈〉), and traditional quotation marks 

(『』, 「」) are encoded in ASCII as “ \ 、”, “ <<《”, “ >>》” , “ <〈”, “ >〉”, 

http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/U2F00.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/U2F00.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/U2E80.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/UF900.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/U2F800.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/U2F800.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/U2FF0.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/charts/PDF/U2FF0.pdf
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“ f"" 『』” and “ f''「」”, where f means fanti (traditional) Chinese style, since the modern 

English style quotation marks of “” and ‘’ are also employed in contemporary Chinese writing.  
 

Hanzi strokes and radicals are input according to their stroke orders. Single strokes are 

represented by the initial Pinyin letters of each syllable in their full descriptive names given in 

relevant national standards (National Language Commission of China, 1999, 2001a), including h 

(héng), t (tí), s (shù), p (piě), d (diǎn), n (nà), z (zhí), w (wān), g (gōu).  For example, stroke “一” 

is called “héng”, hence its input code is “h”. Similarly we have “hzs   (héngzhéshù)”, “pzd 

  (piězhédiǎn)” and “swhg 乚 (shùwānhénggōu)”. For non-single-stroke radicals, to avoid 

lengthy coding, all zhebi (bending strokes) are represented by “z”.  For example, “ddz  宀” 

(diǎndiǎnzhé), “ddt  氵” (diǎndiǎntí).  Each stroke is represented by a letter of h (héng), t (tí), s 

(shù), p (piě), d (diǎn), n (nà), z (zhé). According to the present standards of the Mainland, stroke

亅( shùgōu) is under 丨(shù). 
 

Inputting independent Hanzi strokes and radicals according to their stroke orders has the 

advantage of enabling input of Chinese characters without knowing their names, and of 

distinguishing the traditional and simplified forms of a radical. For example the input codes of 

the two forms of radical food are different: “pndzhhzpd食” (traditional form) and “pzz饣” 

(simplified form), though they share the same Pinyin name (shí). 
 

Ideographic description characters are input by the Pinyin acronym of their names (Li and Fei, 

2001, p228), e.g.  
 

⿰ zy (左右(结构), zuǒyòu) 

⿳ szx (上中下, shàngzhōngxià) 

⿴ qbw (全包围, quánbāowéi) 

⿵ zsybw (左上右包围, zuǒshàngyòubāowéi) 

⿸ zsbw (左上包围, zuǒshàngbāowéi) 

⿻ kj(框架, kuàngjià). 

 

4. Software Implementation 
 

Appendix A is our integrated code table (mǎbiǎo, 码表 ) of non-ASCII non-Hanzi Chinese 

characters for Pinyin letters, phonetic (Bopomofo) symbols, punctuation marks, strokes, radicals 

and ideographic description characters. Each character is annotated with an input code introduced 

in the preceding section, as well as its Unicode. To input a non-ASCII non-Hanzi Chinese 

character, the user can directly copy it from a softcopy of this paper, or input with the given 

Unicode via Unicode-character conversion introduced in Section 2. A more efficient way is to 

build the code table into an independent input tool on MS Office, MS Windows or the WWW.   
 

Considering that the number of non-ASCII non-Hanzi Chinese characters is quite limited (280 of 

our table at its current state), we can simply build the input method as an extension to the 

autocorrecting function of MS Office. To avoid un-required boundary characters after auto-

correction, we added boundary character “/” to the input code for auto-correction. Hence “/hzs/” 

would be automatically converted into “ ” without leaving the boundary marks on the document. 
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We selected “/” over other options (such as “.”) because”/” is easier to detect and looks more like 

a stroke, which is a typical non-ASCII non-Hanzi Chinese character. 
 

The steps to enter an autocorrect entry, such as “ /hzs/   ”, into MS Word 2010 (Habraken, 

2011) are as follows 
 

(1) Select File on Word, and then click Options at the bottom of the left window. 

(2) Click Proofing. 

(3) Click button AutoCorrect Options... 

(4) On the AutoCorrect tab, make sure the Replace text as you type check box is selected. 

(5) In the Replace box, type an ASCII input code to be “corrected” — for example, type 

“/hzs/”. 

(6) In the With box, type the corresponding non-ASCII non-Hanzi Chinese character, for 

example,  “ ”. 

(7) Click Add. 

 

When the input codes are all entered, we will be able to input a combination of ASCII letters and 

non-Hanzi Chinese characters by AutoCorrect. For example, type the following ASCII text in 

MS Word in English mode: 
 

 “I can now input Chinese stroke ‘/hzs/’, radical ‘/ddt/’, Pinyin ‘N/i3/h/a3/o’, 

Bopomofo symbol ‘/b/’  and punctuation mark ‘/./’  without leaving the English 

environment.” 
 

And you will get  
 

 “I can now input Chinese stroke ‘ ’, radical ‘ 氵’, Pinyin ‘Nǐhǎo’, 

Bopomofo symbol ‘ㄅ’  and punctuation mark ‘。’ without leaving the 

English environment.” 
 

To ensure that no replacement rule will be overlooked by AutoCorrect, rules with similar input 

codes should be combined into a single one. For example, rules “/zs/  阝” and  “/zs/  卩” 

share the input code of /zs/, hence should be integrated into  “/zs/  卩阝” for MS Office auto-

correction. 
 

I taught this implementation method to my postgraduate class of subject “Computer Assisted 

Chinese Language Teaching”, and the students were soon capable to build their own tools to 

input various characters and text not conveniently input by conventional methods. And, of course, 

they were very happy. 
 

In addition to the auto-correct approach, we have created a Web application tool based on our 

coding method. The tool, called pb_input
1
, allows retrieving a non-ASCII non-Hanzi Chinese 

character by its input code and vice versa. And there is no need to manually combine rules with 

                                                           
1 P: Pinyin (拼音), piānpáng (偏旁);  b: bùshǒu (部首), bùjiàn (部件), bǐhuà (笔画), biāodiǎn (标点), 
Bopomofo. 
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similar input codes, nor to add the boundary mark of “/”. It is also possible to build a Windows-

based input method (IME) with our code table. 

 

5. Conclusion and Further Improvement 
 

Non-ASCII non-Hanzi Chinese characters are frequently used in Chinese language teaching and 

learning. In the present paper we have introduced various existing methods to input these 

characters on a computer, and pointed out their limitations. In the later part of the paper, we 

discussed the design of an integrated method to input all non-ASCII and non-Hanzi Chinese 

characters in a common environment. The new method can be implemented either as an 

extension to the autocorrecting function of MS Office or as an independent input tool on MS 

Windows or the WWW. The basic ideas may also be applicable to input non-ASCII characters in 

languages other than Chinese as well.  
 

At the end of the paper, there is an appendix listing 280 non-ASCII non-Hanzi Chinese characters 

we have collected form Windows 7 and the WWW, including punctuation marks, strokes, 

radicals, Pinyin letters and Bopomofo symbols. Each character is annotated with its Unicode and 

input code of our design. We will continue to search and add more non ASCII non-Hanzi 

Chinese characters into the list.  
 

We have been trying our best to make the list as complete and accurate as possible. However 

some of the characters are not supported by the computer yet. For example, quite a number of 

characters on the Chinese radical and stroke tables of Unicode v 6.1 are not available on 

Windows 7. They can neither be copied to MS Word, nor input via Unicode-character conversion. 

One solution is to create private characters with Windows 7’s Private Character Editor (Bott, et. 

al, 2010). However such characters will only be available on the local computer. If we convert 

the characters into images to make them presentable on the WWW, such images will be difficult 

to search and sort by the computer.  
 

Another problem is that about 10 characters, such as , , , , , , ,  and , can not 

be displayed properly in the popularly-used fonts of Simsun and MingLiu, though they appear 

normal in Adobe Song Std. Pinyin letters  and  display properly in Simsun and MingLiu, but 

not displayed well in a Web textbox in aba, the tool we employed to build pb-input. The problem 

can be solved by copying the characters to MS Word and display them in a suitable font. 

However a better solution is expected from further research. 
 

Inputting non-ASCII non-Hanzi Chinese characters by the AutoCorrect approach works well on 

MS Word and PowerPoint. However, the starting “/” of the code clashes with a different function 

in Excel. The problem can be Partially solved by typing a space after the input code into the 

spreadsheet cell or the Insert Function textbox. A more complete solution is still under 

investigation. 
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Appendix. Non-ASCII Non-Hanzi Chinese Characters 

This appendix lists 280 non-ASCII non-Hanzi Chinese characters collected from Windows 7 and 

the WWW.  The characters are annotated with their Unicode and input code of our design, and 

arranged in 1-2-3 Stroke Order (Zhang and Li, 2013). The characters marked with * or ** need 

font Adobe Song Std or Meiryo to display properly. Some characters have multiple codes, e.g. 

the codes of 〇 include q (quān，圈), o (letter o) and l (līng 零). 

ID Ch. 
Input 

Code 
Unicode 

1 h 4E00 

2  hzs 200CD 

3 ㇅ hzszh 31C5 

4 ㇎ hzszhzs 31CE 

5  hzszhzsg 2010E 

6 ㇋ hzszhzp 31CB 

7 ㇊ hzszt 31CA 

8 ㇍ hzswh 31CD 

9 ㇈ hzswhg 31C8 

10 hzxswhg
2
 4E59 

11 ㇆ hzsg 31C6 

12 ㇇ hzp 31C7 

13 hg 
4E5B, 

2E82 

14 ㇌ hzpzwsg 31CC 

15 hzng 2E84 

16 ㇀ t 31C0 

17 s 4E28 

18  szh 200CA 

19  xszh 200CB 

                                                           
2 xs: 斜竖  (xiéshù). 

20  szhzs 200D1 

21 ㇉ szhzsg 31C9 

22 szhzp 3123 

23  szt 2010C 

24 ㇄ swh 31C4 

25 swhg 
4E5A, 

2E83 

26 sg 4E85 

27 p 4E3F 

28  pzt 200CB 

29  pzd 21FE8 

30 
pg (No 

dot) 
4E44 

31 ㇁ wsg / pg 31C1 

32 d 4E36 

33 ㇏ n 31CF 

34 ㇂ ng / xg 31C2 

35 ㇃ ng / bxg 31C3 

36 q / o / l 
3007, 

25EF 

37 hhsh 9FB6 

38 hhshszsh 
9751, 

2FAD 

39 hhst 2EA9 

40 ⺬ hhsps 2EAC 

41 hshhhzd 
9578, 

2ED2 

42 
hshhhzdpp

p 

9ADF, 

2FBD 

43 hshs 2EBF 
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44 hshp 
8002, 

2EB9 

45 hszssh 
8980, 

2EC3 

46 hszssh 
897E, 

2F91 

47 hss 

8279,  

FA5E, 

2EBE 

48 hssh 9FB7 

49 hsszhhhs 9FBA 

50 hz 
531A, 

2F15 

51 hz 
5338, 

2F16 

52 hzpz 
65E1, 

2E9B 

53 hst 
624C, 

2E98 

54 hp 4E06 

55 hps 
5EFE, 

2F36 

56 hpz 

5C22, 

2E90, 

2F2A 

57 hdzsdtpd 2ED7 

58 zhh 
5F50, 

2F39 

59 zhh 2E95 

60 zhhs 
8080, 

2EBA 

61 zhhsh 2EBB 

62 zn 
5EF4, 

2F35 

63 zs 
5369, 

2F19 

64 zz 
353E, 

2E8B 

65 zshst 2EAA 

66 zshpn 
758B, 

2F66 

67 zst 5B51 

68 zd 9FB4 

69 zdppn 
7676, 

2F68 

70 zsl (left) 
961D, 

2ECF,  

71 zsr (right) 2ED6 

72 sh 2E8A 

73 shzphz 
864D, 

2F8C 

74 shzn 
6534, 

2F41 

75 
艹

shsh 
FA5D, 

2EC0* 

76 shshhhs 2EB8 

77 
shshdphsp

dzs 

2EED, 

6B6F 

78 shsshhhs 7F8B 

79 shpzd 
6B7A, 

2E9E 

80 龰 shpn 9FB0 

81 szh 
56D7, 

2F1E 

82 szhh 2E9C 

83 
szhhszhsh

hzhh 

9EFD, 

2FCC 

84 szhshst 2ECA 

85 szhszhhz 
9EFE, 

2EEA 

86 szss 2EB5 

87 szssh 

7F52, 

2EB2, 

2EAB 

88 szpd 
7F53, 

2EB1 

89 sz 
5182, 

2F0C 

90 szhh 2E9D 

91  szss 2626B 

92 ss 
5202, 

2E89 

93 sdp 2E8C 

94 sdpdz 9FB8 

95 zzh 
5F51, 

2E94* 

http://www.unicode.org/cgi-bin/GetUnihanData.pl?codepoint=9FB0&useutf8=true
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96 zs 
51F5, 

2F10 

97 zshp 
723F, 

2F59 

98 zss 
5C6E, 

2F2C 

99 zsp 2F2C 

100 zspzss 
8278, 

2F8B 

101 spdd 2E97 

102 sdtpd 
6C3A, 

2EA2 

103 phhhz 
9485, 

2ED0 

104 phhp 9FB5 

105 phsh 2EA7 

106 phst 725C 

107 phpn 
6535, 

2E99 

108 phdphd 2EAE 

109 pzzn 
6BB3, 

2F4E 

110 pz 
52F9, 

2F13 

111 pz 2E86 

112 pzdt 2EBC 

113 pz 2E88 

114 
pzszhhszh

hz 

2EF2, 

4E80 

115  pzszpdpd 
278B2, 

2EC7 

116 pzz 
9963, 

2EE0* 

117 pzn 
5902, 

2F21 

118 pzn 
590A, 

2F22 

119 pz 2E87 

120 ps 
4EBB, 

2E85 

121 pshhzhh 2EBD 

122  pszhzhzh 
28E0F, 

2ED5  

123 pp 2E81 

124 pps 
5F73, 

2F3B 

125 ppp 
5F61, 

2F3A 

126 pppshpn 
8FB5, 

2FA1 

127 ppdd 2EA5 

128 pzp 
72AD, 

2EA8 

129 pdhhsdpt 91D2 

130 pdhszhhhh 
2EDE, 

2967F 

131 pdp 4E4A 

132 pdphspn 
91C6, 

2FA4 

133 pdpz 2E91 

134 pdpz 
5C23, 

2E8F  

135 pdpn 
723B, 

2F58 

136 pddzhhzd 
98E0, 

2EDF 

137 pddp 

722B,  

FA49 

2EA4 

138 zzt 
7E9F, 

2EB0 

139 zzd 

5E7A, 

2F33, 

2E93 

140 zzdspd 
7CF8, 

2F77 

141 zzdddd 
7CF9, 

2EAF 

142 zd 
53B6, 

2F1B 

143 zzz 
5DDB, 

2F2E 

144  zzzhpszhh

h 

29810, 

2EE1 

145 dh 
4EA0, 

2F07 

146 dhhhszh 8A01 
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147 

dhhhszhzz

d 

dddzzddd

d 

9FBB 

148 dhpdt 
7592, 

2F67 

149 dhpnpshh 
6589, 

2EEB 

150 
dhdphszhh

z 

7ADC, 

2EEF 

151 dzn 

8FB6,  

FA66 

2ECC 

152 dzn 2ECE 

153 dz 
8BA0, 

2EC8 

154 dz 
5196, 

2F0D 

155 dzspd 
8864, 

2EC2 

156 dzsd 
793B, 

2EAD 

157 dzpz 2EB4 

158 dzpd 2EB3 

159 dt 
51AB, 

2F0E 

160 dts 
4E2C, 

2EA6 

161 dp 4E37 

162 dphhhp 2EB6 

163 dphhsh 2EB7 

164 dphhpn 9FB9 

165 dd 2E80 

166 ddzn 2ECD 

167 ddz 
5B80, 

2F27 

168 ddt 
6C35, 

2EA1 

169 dds 
5FC4, 

2E96 

170 ddp 2E8D 

171 dddd 
706C, 

2EA3 

172 zy (左右) 2FF0 

173 sx(上下) 2FF1 

174 
zzy(左中

右) 
2FF2 

175 
szx(上中

下) 
2FF3 

176 
qbw(全包

围) 
2FF4 

177 
zsybw(左

上右包围) 
2FF5 

178 
zxybw(左

下右包围) 
2FF6 

179 
szxbw(上

左下包围) 
2FF7 

180 
zsbw(左

上包围) 
2FF8 

181 
ysbw(右

上包围) 
2FF9 

182 
zxbw(左

下包围) 
2FFA 

183 kj(框架) 2FFB 

184 . 
3002, 

FF61 

185 \ 
3001, 

FF64 

186 < 3008 

187 > 3009 

188 << 300A 

189 >> 300B 

190 f"" 
300E 

300F 

191 f'' 
300C 

300D 

192 ~ FF5E 

193 - 2500 

194 -- 
2500 

2500 

195 …  
2026 

2026 

196 pzd 3005 

197 $ FFE5 

198 ā a1 0101 

199 á a2 00E1 
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200 ǎ a3 01CE 

201 à a4 00E0 

202 ō o1 014D 

203 ó o2 00F3 

204 ǒ o3 01D2 

205 ò o4 00F2 

206 ē e1 0113 

207 é e2 00E9 

208 ě e3 011B 

209 è e4 00E8 

210 ī i1 012B 

211 í i2 00ED 

212 ǐ i3 01D0 

213 ì i4 00EC 

214 ū u1 016B 

215 ú u2 00FA 

216 ǔ u3 01D4 

217 ù u4 00F9 

218 ü v 00FC 

219 ǖ v1 01D6 

220 ǘ v2 01D8 

221 ǚ v3 01DA 

222 ǜ v4 01DC 

223 ü u: 00FC 

224 ǖ u:1 01D6 

225 ǘ u:2 01D8 

226 ǚ u:3 01DA 

227 ǜ u:4 01DC 

228 ê e^ 00EA 

229 ê ea 00EA 

230 ê  e^1 
00EA 

+0305 

231 ế e^2 1EBF 

232 ê
 
 e^3 

00EA 

+036E 

233 ề e^4 1EC1 

234 m  m1 
006D 

+0304 

235  m2 
E7C7, 

1E3F 

236 m  m4 
006D 

+0300 

237 ń n2 0144 

238 ň n3 0148 

239  n4 
E7C8, 

01F9 

240 
  

t1 (tone 1) 0304 

241 
ˊ 

t2 02CA 

242 
ˇ 

t3 02C7 

243 
ˋ 

t4 02CB 

244 b 3105 

245 p 3106 

246 m 3107 

247 f 3108 

248 d 3109 

249 t 310A 

250 n 310B 

251 l 310C 

252 g 310D 

253 k 310E 

254 h 310F 

255 j 3110 

256 q 3111 

257 x 3112 

258 zh 3113 

259 ch 3114 
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260 sh 3115 

261 r 3116 

262 z 3117 

263 c 3118 

264 s 3119 

265 a 311A 

266 o 311B 

267 e 311C 

268 eh 311D 

269 ai 311E 

270 ei 311F 

271 ao 3120 

272 ou 3121 

273 an 3122 

274 en 3123 

275 ang 3124 

276 eng 3125 

277 er 3126 

278 i 3127 

279 u 3128 

280 iu 3129 

 

 

 


